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Born and raised in Ontario, Canada, Mischa is a Hip-hop artist reigning from, Ottawa, the nation’s capital. After
countless dedication to her music, collaborating with various artists and releasing intoxicating melodies that you
couldn't forget if you tried, Mischa has found an intriguing Pop flavor within her sound that continues to garner
attention. Her fierce presence shines through every word she pens, showcasing her shameless personality
brought out by her lyricism and knack for word play. With several projects currently out, including the FACES
Magazine and Capital Music Awards 2020 nominated album of the year "LIKE, WHOA", Mischa constantly finds a
way to engage and connect with fans through her high energy performances and well-crafted lyrics.
She began exploring her creative avenues when she started writing music in her late teenage years. Whether it
was freestyling to Hip-hop instrumentals or listening to tunes from all realms, she has always found inspiration
in various musical genres that have allowed her to showcase numerous elements into her music. Honing in on
her sound, Mischa’s style brings in components of old school and modern day Hip-hop, adding her own personal
flair. Her tone establishes the feminine dominance of Nicki Minaj, Salt-N-Pepa and Iggy Azalea while touching
on the softer edges of her R&B delivery with the likes of Tinashe and Rihanna. With several projects currently
out including her most recent EP, “Alpha Barbie,” she continues to find ways to captivate her listeners and draw
them in with an emotional connection of empowerment.
In 2019, CapCityHiphop, named Mischa one of the Top 50 Rappers in Ottawa, Ontario because of her impeccable
cadences and lyrical abilities. This has also landed her on CBC Radio and CTV in the Morning showcasing her jaw
dropping visuals for her debut music video “Up Now,” and discussing upcoming projects and 2020 award
nominations through the Capital Music Awards and FACES Magazine surrounding her musical and visual journey.
Mischa has caught the attention of other major media outlets such as HipHopCanada and BuzzMusic, as they
continue to cover her releases as a female dominating the Hip-hop music scene. Her charismatic and vivid
performances have led her to obtain a performance slot at RBC Bluesfest 2020 but due to Covid-19 she is set to
perform at the festival in 2021, sure to give it everything she’s got.
Mischa continues to take leaps in her career as a Hip-hop artist in order to achieve the next set of goals she has
laid out for herself. Always keen to obtain more knowledge, Mischa can also be found indulging herself in the
business aspect of the industry by networking, marketing and booking performances to platform her true
talents. She remains hard at work taking on the next challenge and accomplishing her aspirations in order to do
what she truly wants to do in life: Inspire people all over the world with her music.
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